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Editorial Special Issue

Land Change Modeling: moving beyond projections

Paegelow M., Camacho Olmedo M. T., Mas J.-F., Houet T., Pontius G. R.

During the last decades, there has been an increasing interest from the academic and policy communities to monitor and model changes of the earth surface. Modeling environmental dynamics helps to understand changes that are taking place currently and to anticipate future evolutions. Prospective simulation supports decision-making for environmental management and land planning. This special issue is dedicated to advances in land change modeling. Land Use / Land Cover Change, also called LUCC, is certainly a prominent interface between natural and social dynamics because anthropogenic LUCC has a profound impact on Earth. LUCC impacts a large amount of highly relevant topics such as resource exploitation, climate change, biodiversity loss, etc. Land change modeling can provide transparent, efficient and sustainable decision support to these current and rising environmental problems. The International Journal of Geographic Information Science (IJGIS) has contributed to progress in LUCC research by publishing excellent papers on land change modeling and special issues such as “Spatial agent-based modeling” (Vol 20, issue 9, 2006) and “Spatial modeling to explore land use dynamics” (Vol 19, issue 2, 2005). IJGIS has also published special issues concerning related topics, such as “Spatial Ecology” (Vol 25, issue 3, 2011, Vol 26, issue 11, 2012) and “Object-based landscape analysis” (Vol 25, issue 6, 2011).

Where do we come from? Land change modeling means the simulation of the behavior of an environmental and social system in space and through time in a manner that relates to land change. This research involves many challenges such as comprehension of complex environmental processes and decision support for environmental management & land planning. Simulation modeling of ‘what would happen if’ has become a routine analytic approach in many domains such as risk prevention, environmental impact studies and land planning. Therefore scientists use geomatics and, especially, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) that deal with spatio-temporal data. At first, GIS was able only to process spatial data, such as performing Boolean combinations of different layers or querying attributes. As recently as the 1990s, geomatics software did not usually inject time into analytic tools. During the last two decades, GIS software has been enhanced with new components to process the time dimension of data in order to analyze past trends and to model the future. During the last two decades, the methodological approaches involved in land change modeling were profoundly enhanced and became popular in human and social sciences. Classical stochastic methods became complemented by cellular automaton, multi-agent systems and artificial intelligence. The first books on land change modeling were published in the 1990s. By the end of the 1990s, first overviews about modeling approaches and underlying concepts were published.

Where are we now? Most recently, substantial work has been done concerning how to handle time. Time is involved in both prospective and retrospective simulation. Temporal extents can range from short to long, while temporal resolutions that can range from fine to coarse. Decisions concerning temporal scales are a common challenge in literature. The notions of temporality, granularity, spatiotemporal continuum, stationarity, instability and intensity change analysis are still some of the points of contention in the question of how to integrate time in modeling. Similar conceptual challenges exist with respect to spatial scales and categorical scales. Land change modeling responds to a growing social demand because land change can be an indicator of irreversible processes. Yesterday’s stochastic methods are complemented today by a wide range of techniques including artificial intelligence, multi-agent systems, cellular automaton, fuzzy logic, uncertainty analysis and methods to address missing data. In parallel, the objectives of land change modeling have become more diversified. Models can help to understand complex environmental systems, to validate extrapolations and to design alternative future scenarios. Retrospective simulation can
extrapolate historic trends to measure predictive power over a more recent validation interval. This approach can be helpful to appreciate the uncertainty in outputs as models project into an unknown future. However, retrospective simulation has limitations, because there are many various ways to measure predictive power during a validation interval. Moreover, some models are designed to simulate processes and decisions that have no historical precedent, in which case validation according to past patterns makes little sense. The objectives of land change modeling extend beyond extrapolation of past trends. A knowledge objective is to increase understanding of temporal processes. A methodological objective is to define the degree of a model’s generalization. An operational objective is to examine the likely impacts of various possible management decisions.

Moving beyond projections: What is coming on? Non-linear behavior of LUCC is one of the challenges that land change modeling must face. For example, future LUCC will occur in a global climate with which modern humans have had no experience. Therefore LUCC models must consider non-stationary spatial systems with changing driving forces and processes. Another challenge is to design integrated modeling systems to deal with uncertainty concerning future trends that have no historical precedence. A constant challenge is to create models that relate directly to land planning and environmental management. Therefore we need more studies concerning generalization and standards for putting these models into practice.

In order to progress, the next generation of land change models must make methodological and technical advances. From a predictive point of view, we need clearer methods to assess accuracy concerning landscape dynamics, including their spatial structure. From a scenario-based point of view, we need tools to assess the plausibility of changes and the diversity of possible land changes. Furthermore, models must address data uncertainty, data errors and lack of data. An additional challenge is the validation of simulations and scenarios that combine measures of disagreement in quantity, allocation and pattern. To offer sustainable solutions, land change modeling has to be transparent and include participatory elements.

This special issue is a selection of 6 articles among 30 submitted papers. The first two articles illustrate progress in the field of characterizing data, by measuring the stationarity in a temporal sequence of maps and by considering whether errors in the maps can account for observed patterns. The third article is an example of land change modeling beyond the academic sphere, as it shows how modeling has becomes integrated in land planning and environmental management. The fourth article develops sensitivity analysis to detect uncertainty in simulated change in the framework of agent based modeling, while the fifth article shows model sensitivity depending on how the model is applied. The sixth article pays attention to land change drivers and how these drivers influence the effectiveness of LUCC models. We summarize each article below.

Runfola and Pontius offer a method to measure the stability, i.e. stationarity, of patterns in a temporal sequence of maps that show land categories. This is important because models frequently calibrate parameters based on maps of historic changes among categories. Then such models often extrapolate the historic trends to create a business-as-usual scenario. However, if the historic trends have not been stable, then business has not been usual, so it makes no sense to construct a business-as-usual scenario. Runfola and Pontius introduce a novel matrix, called the Flow matrix, to measure historic stability. The Flow matrix is an important alternative to the popular Markov matrix. Runfola and Pontius use the Flow matrix to compare the stability of land changes for numerous sites. Researchers can use their method to understand historic patterns, which is advisable before trying to simulate those patterns into the future.

Aldwaik and Pontius also measure the patterns in a temporal sequence of maps that show land categories. They use Intensity Analysis, which is an established mathematical framework that analyzes a transition matrix for each time interval for consecutive intervals. Their paper presents a method to measure whether errors in the maps can account for deviations from uniform land changes. They designed their method to address a common type of situation, where researchers do not know the sizes and types of error in the maps. This situation is common because maps of historic
land cover are plentiful due in part to the prevalence of satellite images. But many historic maps lack information concerning accuracy and it is impossible to go back in time to obtain the ground reference information that would be necessary to assess accuracy. If researchers have the maps, then they can measure the differences in the maps, but they will never know whether errors in the maps are the reason for the differences. The method of Aldwaik and Pontius computes the minimum hypothetical error that could account for observed differences in the context of Intensity Analysis. Then those minimum hypothetical errors can be compared to the errors that the researcher suspects are in the maps, based on the researcher’s experience with maps.

Mubareka et al. present a modeling chain, based on Land Use Modeling Platform (LUMP) developed by the Joint Research Centre of the European Union, in order to assess the impacts of natural water retention measures on Europe’s green infrastructure. Mubareka et al.’s article is highly relevant for policy driven questions. It is notable because the reference space is as large as the European Union, and the authors use data concerning a wide variety of economic and social drivers. Mubareka et al.’s contribution illustrates an important challenge for land change modeling, i.e. to integrate modeling with land planning.

Ligmann-Zielinska investigates the spatial dimension of sensitivity analysis in land use change modeling. She employs a model-independent approach to sensitivity analysis that decomposes the variance of model output to compute sensitivity indices of model inputs. Using an agent-based model of residential development, she proposes two different procedures of analyzing model sensitivity. First, she uses the maps indirectly by applying variance decomposition to output land change maps summarized into scalar pattern metrics. Second, she uses the maps as a direct input to variance decomposition, and calculates the sensitivity indices for every spatial unit within the area of study. The proposed method provides the necessary means of investigating the spatial dependence of land use change, its accompanying uncertainty, and the heterogeneity of the essential determinants of the simulated land use maps. The reported computational experiments demonstrate that the decision whether to select the spatially independent or the spatially dependent approach should be considered carefully, because the methods may lead to a different prioritization and reduction of model input parameters.

Kim et al. reveal the general pattern of variation in land change simulation outcomes due to changes in four sensitivity experiments concerning spatial scale, temporal scale, probability distribution and degree of the influence of stochastic factors. This is accomplished using a hypothetical model that reflects the key logic and common working principles of various cell-based dynamic land use change modeling environments. The approach has the advantage that the influence of the simulation settings can be controlled. As land use modelers are dealing with uncertainties, this work helps to understand better why models generate dissimilar or similar simulation outcomes under different scenarios, depending on whether the difference is attributable to a change in key parameters across scenarios or, to the detailed application settings combined with demand growth trajectories. The main contribution of this work is to enhance the understanding of complex model behaviors in and across various applications. The approach can support more informed model implementation.

Kolb et al. analyze LUCC drivers, giving in-depth insights of their varying influence in LUCC processes during two periods, i.e. 1993-2002 and 2002-2007. They consider two different methods to calibrate LUCC models: Per transition change probability maps produced by the Weights of evidence (WoE) and Per land cover category suitability maps obtained by Logistic Regression Modeling (LRM). They show that the change probability obtained by WoE is more accurate at predicting change, whereas the suitability map produced by LRM is better at predicting persistence. This paper highlights how LUCC drivers can evolve over time, whereas WoE and LRM are appropriate to project land change when the drivers are stationary, thus the techniques have some limitations for projecting various futures. One important lesson is that modelers must consider path-dependence and possible disruptions of future LUCC when designing scenarios.
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